
NYX "Diamonds & ICE please" Palette color '66' | This is a glitter color. I apply this on the
moving eyelid. I usually apply glitter color with my finger. This ensures a more intensive color and it
works better than with a makeup brush. If you prefer to apply it with a makeup brush, spray the
brush first with setting spray and then dip in the eyeshadow and then apply it.
NYX "Diamonds & ICE please" Palette colors '34' and '23' | This is a beautiful orange / brown
color. I use the color on and above the crease in a half moon shape to the corner of the eye. This is
how I connect the previous dark color '66' with this color. I do this with the Morphe M433 brush. I
then use the same brush to blend out sharp edges at the top of the eye with color '23'. If you have
too much eye shadow on the brush, you can run it along your hand so that the color intensity
decreases slightly. With rotating movements you get the best blend effect.
Anastasia Beverly Hills "Soft Glam" Palette color 'Cyprys Umber' | This is a dark brown color.
With the Morphe M506 I only apply it in the corner of the eye. You can build this up according to
your insight. In any case, it shouldn't get too dark.
Catrice "18h Eye Pencil" color 'Black' | I apply this above the lash line. Then I blend it with the
Morphe M410 brush.
Anastasia Beverly Hills "Soft Glam" Palette colors 'Cyprus Umber' and NYX "Diamonds &
ICE please" Palette color '60' | 'Cyprus Umber' is a dark brown color and NYX color '66' is a dark
gray / black color. I mix these two colors to make it darker in the corners of the eyes but not too
dark. I use the Morphe M506 brush for this. I dip my brush in both colors, tap off the excess
powder and apply.

The eyeshadow look consists of the following steps:
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I usually start my makeup looks with the eyes. Eyeshadow powder can end up under the eye and that
can have adverse effects on the makeup / concealer already applied there. Before I apply eyeshadow, I
first apply an eyeshadow primer. In this case the P. Louise "Rumor 1". Apply with a flat concealer
brush such as the MAC 242S. Eyeshadow primer ensures that your eyelid is evened in color and that
the eyeshadow color stands out more and stays longer and better.
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MAC "Strobe Cream" in color 'Pinklite' | I applied this strobe cream for hydration and as a good
primer. It is important before you apply makeup that you apply good care. This ensures good hydration
and that makeup stays nice and long during the day without feeling dry and tight. Try to avoid products
with (too many) ingredients such as alcohol and perfume. These provide the undesirable effects for
every skin type (too dry skin, too oily skin, irritation). The brush I used for this is the KIKO Foundation
Brush # 3.

Eyelashes | I like to use individual lashes. These are for sale from various brands, but I buy them
through AliEXpress. In this case I used white lashglue from the brand DUO. Normally I prefer to do this
with the Dark Tone version of the same brand. I place the eyelash pieces with tweezers and I place
them on the client's own eyelashes / place them against the eyelash edge. The length on the outside is
longer and as you work inward, the eyelash pieces get shorter. Here I use the length 12mm outside and
then 11, 10, 9 and 8mm. This way you create a nice 'cateye' effect. Then I let them dry.

NARS "Natural Radiant Longwear" Foundation in color 'Fiji' | I use the same brush for this as for
the hydration, namely the KIKO Foundation Brush # 3. I also use a foundation sponge to blend it
well and spread it on the face. In addition to the face, also take the ears and neck with you so that you
do not see any color differences. And pay close attention to the hairline.

MAC "Pro Longwear Concealer" in colors 'NW15' and 'NC15' | I mix both colors with each other.
With the MAC 242S I apply it under the eye. With a Morphe buffer brush I blend it around the fine
lines. With my finger I press it into the skin and because your finger is warm, the concealer melts even
better on the skin and blends better with the foundation. With a foundation sponge I also apply it on
the chin and forehead. I want to light up these parts to create a fresher look. The sponge also ensures
that I can blend it well so that it goes well with the foundation. The sponge can also absorb excess
grease / shine, making it somewhat mattified.

INGLOT "AMC Eyeliner Gel" in color '77' | With the Morphe M250-0 I apply the eyeliner to the
waterline. I place my finger under the eye and pull the skin down a little. This releases the waterline
from the eye and makes it easier for me to place the eyeliner on the waterline. Try to blink every now
and then, even with lens wearers.

Facial Wipes | You can use any brand for this. I wrap the cloth around my index finger and remove the
eyeshadow that got under the eye. Very important because I will be applying foundation and concealer
there and I don't want this to mix with the eyeshadow.

NARS "Liquid Bronzer" in color 'Laguna' | It is advantageous to apply the contour first with a
spreadable product. This way you can create the shape, it immediately provides a good base in terms of
color for the powder if you want to use contour powder and it also blends well. My advice is to always
secure spreadable products with powder, because they can move differently due to perspiration during
the day. Contour is applied from the top of the ear diagonally downwards along the bottom of your
cheekbone. There are no rules for me, but officially you cannot go further than the iris in the pupil in
terms of length if you extend that line down from your iris. You blend a contour upwards, but in any
case not lower than under your cheekbone. I used the Zoeva Luxe Face Paint # 109 for this. Make
sure you don't see any hard lines. Don't press too hard with your brush as this can stain your contour. I
also place contour along the hairline, in this case on the nose and along your temple to mimic a tanned
effect. If the contour is still too dark or too hard in terms of line, you can use your foundation sponge to
blend it out a bit more.



NARS "Liquid Blush" in color 'Orgasm' | I first apply this product to my hand because it is a liquid
product with a pump. I then apply this with a Real Techniques Contour Brush. I apply it where you
create 'apple cheeks' and on / just above the contour.

BE Creative Makeup "Mega Glow Highlighting Powder" in color 'Pink Prosecco' | I apply
highlighter powder on and just above the cheekbone and on the 'apple cheeks'. This ensures that you
make this part stand out and create more shape in the face. I apply it with the Morphe JH07.

Nars "Climax Extreme" Mascara | The individual lashes have since dried up. Now I apply the
mascara. I put my thumb on the moving eyelid and pull the eyelid slightly upwards so that the eyelashes
come up a bit. By running the mascara brush along the lashes and pressing it against my thumb, I
create the right amount of mascara. It also helps me blink because I hold / stop the eyelashes. If this
concerns a customer, make sure that you give the customer enough space to blink in between so that
there are no tear eyes or lenses are crooked / dry out.

Soap Brows & HEMA "Eyebrow Fiber Gel" in color 'Light Brown' | I spray some water into the can
and then apply the product to the eyebrows with a spooly. That is one of those brushes that is often
attached to your eyebrow brush. I comb the product through with an upward motion. I want the
eyebrows to stay in that shape. Then I go over it with the HEMA brow gel. This also gives the eyebrows a
little more color.

MAC "Sculpt and Shape Contour Palette" in color 'Light / Medium' | First, I make sure that the
concealer under the eye does not settle into the fine lines. I am using a buffer brush to blend this out.
Then I use a powder puff to apply the white color from the palette under the eye to fix the concealer
and create a matte look. Sometimes it is useful to do this as a last step and that you apply mascara first
before you powder it off. I also apply the white powder on the chin, the forehead and with the Morphe
JH02 I apply it all over the face. This mattifies the makeup and ensures that the makeup does not shine
as quickly and stays in place better during the day.

MAC "Sculpt and Shape Contour Palette" in color 'Light / Medium' | With the Morphe JH04 I go
through the bottom 3 contour colors and apply it to the place where I applied the spreadable contour.

MAC self-composed Blush Palette in color 'Melba' | This is a soft pink / orange color. I apply this to
the place where I created the 'apple cheeks' and lightly over the tip of the nose. I use the same brush
for this as before, namely the Morphe JH04.

NYX "Diamonds & ICE please" Palette colors '60' and '76' | With the Morphe M506, I go through
both shades, run my hand very lightly to remove any excess powder, then apply it under the eye from
the outside in and no further than the iris in your pupil.

Nars "Climax Extreme" Mascara | Then I apply the mascara on the lower lashes.



NYX lipcil in color 'Nude Truffle' | With a lip liner I give the lips more contour and definition. I also
determine the shape in which I will place the lipstick in this way. I often use lip liner to make lips look
bigger. I like the color contrast that lip liner gives. I find it boring when I only apply lipstick.

Charlotte Tilbury "Hot Lips" in color 'Kim K.W.' | I apply the lipstick with the Morphe M124 brush.
The look is ready.


